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Geometric Extensions of Consciousness

excerpts from Anne Griswold Tyng's article

This was first printed in Zodiac 19 - a review of con-
temporary architecture .

The evolution of man's consciousness was built, atom by
atom, into the configurations of matter and mind . Both
for our understanding of its evolution and for its own ex-
tensions of consciousness, the form of mind-matter finds
clues in geometry .

The difficulty of tracing the history of man's consciousness
of space in a continuous sequence lies in the cyclic nature
of the evolution of total spatial awareness-a repeating
cycle in which man's perception and understanding have
been stretched asymmetrically in different shapes of ten-
sion between the individual and the collective, and be-
tween consciousness and unconsciousness . Thus the more
introverted phases of the cycle tend to appear as a regres-
sion (a "return to the unconscious" when vitality is re-
newed through a reunion with primitive natural sources)
instead of being seen as part of a continuous process of
expanding spatial awareness .

The cycle itself proceeds from simplicity to complexity and
from a balanced axial bilateral order to the movement of
rotation to the serpentine flow of the helix to the animat-
ed form of the spiral - a building up of form and energy
which are integrated in a new cycle . (The synthesis of bi-
lateral symmetry, a new simplicity of order which includes
and integrates the previous complexity, begins a new
cycle of spatial awareness from bilateral (synthesis) to ro-
tational (space) to helical (time) to spiral (space-time) .)
As "generative molecular elements" inherent in man's
own evolution, these principles may provide geometric
links in the extension of man's consciousness .

today when we know that the relationships of form ex-
pressed in these five Platonic Solids are involved in the
way in which 'fundamental' particles-protons and neu-
trons-are built up into atoms of about a hundred dif-
ferent elements (according to Pauling's Close-Packed-
Spheron Theory and Fuller's proposals of atomic close-
packing)' and are involved in the way in which different
arrangements of these atoms form the building blocks of a
million or so different forms of matter . both natural and
synthetic .

	

-

These five Platonic Solids-the only regular forms possible
in three dimensional space, each with all of its faces the
same and with the angles at which the faces meet each
other the same-are involved, not only in the spatial or-
ganization of forms at the level of nuclei of atoms and
molecules, but also in cells, organs, plants, animals, the
human embryo, the psychic structure of man, the works
of man and in the astronomical forms of the universe
which pre-existed man. Previously invisible ordering of
the primordial atoms within us, revealed by the electron
microscope, gives proof of internal geometry in natural
forms .

The four stages of symmetric form in this geometric pro-
gression, as in the cyclic extensions of human conscious-
ness, I have called bilateral, rotational, helical, and spiral,
with each stage seen as the motion of simpler forms defin-
ing the outline of more complex shapes.

In 450 B.C ., in his search for an 'atomic' order of spatial
concepts, Empedocles proposed as the building blocks of
everything fire, air, earth and water . On mathemetical
grounds Plato, in his Timaeus, determined the 'exact'
forms of the smallest parts of these elements as the five
shapes we now call the Platonic Solids ; fire the tetrahe-
dron, earth the cube, air the octahedron, water the icosa-
hedron, and as the symbol of the cosmos, the dodecahe-
dron. This intuitive concept is given a measure of validity
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The polarity of a tetrahedron can be expressed in the po-
larization of two of its four edges (as Fuller has suggest-
ed) . One tetrahedron in two positions, which have a
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